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Instead of escaping the source of stress, plants reallocate all their 

resources from growth and reproduction to stress resistance. 

Irrespective of the stress type, these responses induce the 

production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which at high levels 

cause irreversible cellular damage but at lower, tightly regulated 

levels act as signalling molecules. To better understand how the 

oxidative stress signal is initiated and transferred, I used two 

strategies to discover new genes involved in this process. 

 

The first strategy entailed catalase-deficient plants which were 

mutagenized to revert the photorespiratory phenotype. I describe 12 

mutant lines originating from this screen by focusing on common 

themes among the causative mutations. One common theme is how 

the disruption of auxin signalling affects oxidative stress resistance. 

As an example, I showed indirect evidence supporting the hypothesis 

that stabilization of IAA14, a transcriptional repressor from the 

Aux/IAA family, causes resistance to stress while it also causes a 

significant growth penalty and loss of lateral roots. Another common 

theme is photorespiration; here I showed that disruption of 

GLYCOLATE OXIDASE 1, but not its homolog GLYCOLATE OXIDASE 2, 

causes reversion of the photorespiratory phenotype of cat2-2. I 

characterized the transcriptomic and metabolomic changes that 

cause loss of either homolog to explain why their contribution to the 

stress response is very different. 

 

The second strategy for finding new components of plant oxidative 

stress signalling is a validation study of one of the proteins found to 

be sulfenylated in vivo, chloroplastic DJ-1B. I showed that this 

protein has glyoxalase and holdase activity and that only its 

glyoxalase activity is sensitive to H2O2. I also showed that neither DJ-

1B nor its homolog, cytosolic DJ-1A, are essential for plant viability 

and their loss does not cause any discernible phenotype under the 

tested conditions. However, while DJ-1B is not likely to play a major 

role in glyoxal detoxification, its chaperone activity might be linked 

to other cellular roles that are worth exploring. Overall, the role of 

the DJ-1 family in plants is still not fully understood and merits 

further investigation. 
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